CUSTOMER SUCCESS

Theta Lake
Theta Lake Ensures Regulatory Compliance with Scalyr

Background
Theta Lake is an innovative new company in the RegTech industry. RegTech, Regulatory Technology, is an emerging practice
that uses information technology to enhance regulatory processes. Most applications of RegTech are in the Financial sector,
however, Healthcare, Insurance and other segments are also subject to regulatory compliance requirements. These
organizations are obligated to make sure that employees follow rules and policies when communicating. Record-keeping,
audit support and other administrative practices are also required for organizations to obtain and maintain certification.

Theta Lake's focus is on ensuring
compliance for modern video,
audio, and chat communications.
Theta Lake is RegTech built for modern
video, audio, and chat communications.
Theta Lake reduces compliance review
costs, increases compliance coverage,

Scalyr's key advantages
• Scalyr was Theta Lake’s log management solution from day
one, helping them to start small and grow to high log volumes
when needed.
• Scalyr’s ability to support and make it easy to develop custom
parsers allowed Theta Lake to support their many data formats
as well as their proprietary machine learning algorithms.
• Scalyr’s long term retention at low costs was essential to Theta
Lake’s unique compliance use cases.
• Scalyr’s cloud-based service aligned very well with Theta Lake’s
approach - simultaneously delivering ease-of-use, scalability
and ultra-high-performance.
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and directly improves the ROI of digital
initiatives. Theta Lake uses AI and Deep
Learning to detect compliance risks in
video collaboration, video marketing,
social video, call recordings, and other
rich media content. Detections feed into
intuitive, AI-assisted supervision workflow
with secure retention and compliant
archiving options.

Scalyr Provides Log Management for Theta
Lake’s Regulatory Compliance Technology

Theta Lake is leading the charge for a new generation of RegTech companies that are cloud-based and can monitor compliance
across a wide array of applications using their tools. As such, Theta Lake operates a sophisticated managed cloud service and have
their own unique challenges in log management that can be solved with Scalyr's help.
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Theta Lake provides the analytics and storage of the content. Prior generation RegTech companies were built on private
cloud and were text or email based. Theta Lake's approach can scale and perform at levels difficult to reach for onprem solutions. Theta Lake resonates with the benefits of Scalyr's own massive multi-tenant cloud service.
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communications technologies to remain competitive while
maintaining compliance. With Scaylr's help, Theta Lake is able
tobridge that gap.
- Rich Sutton, Theta Lake Co-Founder and CTO





The big bank are really struggling with the need to roll out new

How Scalyr Helps Solve Theta Lake's Unique
Requirements
As a cloud-based service, Theta Lake applications, microservices and infrastructure produce a great deal of log volume. Rich
Sutton, Theta Lake Co-Founder and CTO explains, "All of our systems are running in the public cloud. We have a lot of web
servers and we do a lot of autoscaling. We run into bugs and cloud availability issues. We also have API-based interfaces in
service with our many business partners. All of these are monitored with real-time sensors that plug back into our operations
team - that's the first thing Scalyr does for us."
"The typical logging functions include monitoring availability and various metrics, ensuring the operation of the interfaces to
other video and conferencing partner services such as Webex, and quickly identifying and resolving problems when they
arise," said Sutton.
Sutton further explains, "The second thing that Scalyr does for us is help with Soc 2 type 2. Scalyr is our system of record. So,
when we are in a Soc 2 audit, we can produce logs from Scalyr that will help us prove that we, for example, patched our
systems, when it was required for compliance". Scalyr's compliance attributes were also important to Theta Lake's selection.

to start small, self-serve and grow over time. Scalyr
checked all those boxes. After the trial, Scalyr was the
clear choice. The price was right and my CTO's
intuition told me that Scalyr's architecture will be able
to grow as our business expands.
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USES OF SCALYR AT THETA L AKE

My objectives when we started 18 months ago were

cloud infrastructure monitoring
IRU$:6DQG$]XUHEDVHGFORXG
services

- Rich Sutton, Theta Lake Co-Founder and CTO
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and metrics

API

$3ΖDQGLQWHUIDFHPRQLWRULQJIRU
Theta Lake’s many technology
partners

Theta Lake needed to develop their own custom parsers to support
numerous standardized log formats as well as their proprietary
machine learning algorithms. Scalyr's tool made it easy to develop
custom parsers.

)DXOWDOHUWLQJLGHQWLȴFDWLRQDQG

Another critical requirement for Theta Lake was cost-effective longterm retention. Unlike many businesses that retain log data for only a
few weeks, Theta Lake needs to keep the logs for at least one year.
Unlike the competition, Scalyr's unique cost advantages for long-term
retention made Soc 2 type 2 compliance feasible.

FRPSOLDQFHDQGDXGLWVb
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remediation
5HFRUGVIRU6RFW\SHOHJDO

IN SUMMARY
As a unique new managed service provider in the RegTech space, Theta Lake has
some special requirements for log management. A cloud-based solution that
could start small, scale as needed and support Theta Lake's many custom data
formats was required. After evaluating several solutions, Scalyr was the right
choice for Theta Lake. On top of all, Scalyr's cost-effective pricing and long-term
retention capabilities makes Scalyr the best option to this day.

For more information: https://thetalake.com
6FDO\Uhttps://scalyr.com
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